Purpose. To examine the relationships between strength properties and strain quantities associated with the brittle compression process of hard brittle rocks.
INTRODUCTION
The strength properties of rocks are critical for designing of stable structures such as tunneling and excavations in mining and civil engineering applications. Some of the most important strength properties required for rock mechanical studies in civil and mining engineering applications include the uniaxial compression strength (UCS), elastic modulus (E), Poisson's ratio (v), compressibility or inverse of bulk modulus ((1 -2v)/E), elastic strain energy (½(σ 2 /E)), and critical strain criteria for fracture initiation (0.3(UCS.v)/E) etc. These strength properties are essential requirement in investigations related to rock mechanics and geotechnical studies. Similarly, the strain quantities underscore the nature of deformations process whether compression, tensional or buckling. Bieniawski (1967) showed that knowledge of the strength and deformation behaviour of rock is particularly important in determining the stability of underground excavations. The deformations/strains generated during the excavation process may lead to development of fractures in the rock mass, which may result in stability problems of the excavation. Also the displacements/strains in the excavation by reason of the applied load can lead to instability or ultimate failures/collapse of the excavation. It is important that our knowledge of the relationship between strength properties and strain quantities is increased in order to enable us evaluate correctly the stability of excavations.
Under laboratory conditions using appropriate equipment and research methodology, failure-deformation process tests can be conducted on hard brittle rocks to mimic natural conditions of rock subjected to load. The strength properties and strain quantities can be obtained through experimental determination of stress-strain characteristic behaviour curves of rocks under brittle compression. The response characteristic behaviour of rocks, deformations/strains and the strength properties up to failure strength of rock were coordinated in this paper in order to establish equations connecting them. The aim of this paper therefore is to compare the strength properties with the strain quantities that are associated with the failure-deformation process of hard brittle rocks. The data used were determined from the laboratory uniaxial compression tests carried out on 84 different types of hard rocks. The purpose was to investigate the influence of strain quantities on strength properties.
Description of strain quantities under brittle compression process of hard rocks
Figure 1 describes all the strain quantities under failure-deformation process of rock up to failure stress and indicated the strain quantities as used in this paper.
Figure 1. Normalized stress-strains curves and strain quantities
The normalized stress-strains curves were constructed by plotting the normalized stress against the three types of strains (axial, radial and volumetric) up to strength failure. The axial strain is the vertical/longitudinal deformation measurement of the test specimen under uniaxial compression test. The radial strain is the lateral/latitudinal deformation measurement of the test specimen under uniaxial compression test. The volumetric strain is estimated from axial and radial strains as Ɛ a + 2Ɛ r . Up to the failure strength of a rock specimen, the curves are grouped into four stages. The first stage (indicated as I in Figure 1 ) is termed cracks closure and is the initial compaction of rock specimen. This happen when preload is applied with the force cell drive to contact the specimen in force control mode and made the specimen and the platens (upper and lower platens) spherically seated. This stage represents the closure of pre-existing cracks. The second stage (indicated as II in Fig. 1 ) is termed the linear elastic deformation. At this stage there is frictional sliding on crack faces without permanent deformation. The third stage (indicated as III in Fig. 1 ) is termed the crack initiation and stable crack growth. This is when microcracking is initiated in the rock and mark the beginning of permanent deformation in the rock specimen. The fourth stage (indicated as IV in Fig. 1 ) represent unstable crack growth and this is when maximum permanent deformation is recorded in rock specimen. This starts at the point of reversal of the volumetric strain curve and is termed the crack damaged stress (σ cd ). It is the point at which the volumetric strain coincides with the crack-damaged stress (i.e. σ cd = Ɛ cd , in Fig. 1 ). Stage IV continues up to the strength failure point when rock loses its maximum load-bearing capacity.
The strain quantities used in this paper are derived from the curves in Figure 1 . A linear volumetric strain line AB is drawn such that the line is tangential to linear elastic deformation, stage II. The line CB is estimated and can be termed the "critical volumetric strain at strength failure". The critical volumetric strain at strength failure, indicated as Ɛ vf in Figure 1 marks the total volumetric deformation of a specimen at strength failure. The maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ), is the volumetric strain value that coincides with the crackdamaged stress (i.e. σ cd = Ɛ cd in Fig. 1 ). The maximum axial strain at failure, indicated as Ɛ af in Figure 1 is the axial strain attained at the failure load or the axial strain at ultimate strength (UCS) of the specimen under the failure-deformation process. The author has decided to represent the slope of normalized stress-axial strain as a measure of axial strain, indicated as θ in Figure 1 . This can be defined as the axial strain per unit normalised stress in the direction of application of the stress. It is calculated as the slope of linear elastic deformation of axial strain curve.
Description of strength properties under brittle compression process of hard rocks
The uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), the elastic modulus (E) and the Poisson's ratio (v) were estimated according to Ulusay (2015) suggested standards. These are the basic intact rock properties for rock characterisation. They are referred to as strength parameters in this paper. Other strength properties are derived from the combinations of two or three of the strength parameters. These other strength properties measure the elastic stability of the strength properties of the intact rock. They are referred to in this paper as "elastic stability of strength properties". These include the elastic strain energy (U), which is the energy spent by the compression testing system in deforming rock specimen and is estimated using Equation 1:
The magnitude of the deformation of the specimen under the compression testing system can be term the deformability or compressibility (β), and is the inverse of bulk modulus of the rock (K) (Equations 2 -4):
( )
It is estimated using Equation 5:
In addition is the critical strain criterion for fracture initiation which is an empirical criterion for fracture initiation in brittle rock under laboratory compressive failure process. The criteria state that "fracture of brittle rock will initiate when the total extension strain in the rock exceeds a critical value which is characteristic of that rock type" (Stacey, 1981) . This empirical criterion is termed extension strain criterion for brittle rock (e c ). Fracture initiates when e > e c where e c is the critical value of extension strain and e is the extension strain. Damage is induced in rock when it is stressed beyond a certain damage initiation threshold (crack initiation). The critical value of the extension strain is obtained from laboratory test by plotting axial strain against the lateral strain. The point of inflection coincides with the damage/crack initiation threshold (Fig. 2) . Crack propagation of the specimen results when a critical stress value is exceeded at the crack tip. This propagation of cracks occurs at the point of reversal or inflection of the axial-lateral strains curve. It can be estimated using Equation 6:
The integer 3 in Equation 3 is a constant for all the measured values so can be ignored.
LITERATURE REVIEW
From literature searches to the best knowledge of the author no experimental results have been published, which described the relationship between strength properties (uniaxial compression strength (UCS)), elastic modulus (E), Poisson's ratio (v), compressibility (β), or inverse of bulk modulus ((1-2v)/E), elastic strain energy (½(UCS 2 /E)), and critical strain criteria for fracture initiation (0.3(UCS.v)/E)) and strain quantities (critical volumetric strain at strength failure, maximum total volumetric strain, maximum axial strain and slope of linear elastic deformation of axial strain) under failuredeformation process of hard rocks. The interactions between strength properties and the deformations/strains generated as result of in-service load determined the stability of any engineering structure or excavations. It is important to increase our knowledge of the relationship between strength properties and strain quantities in order to enable us evaluate correctly the stability of excavations.
Few laboratory studies exist in the literature relating strength properties to strain quantities. Most of these published research works have been concentrated on crack damage stress (σ cd ) and uniaxial compressive strength (σ c ) of characteristic stress levels during compression (Cai et al., 2004; Katz & Reches, 2004; Andersson, Martin, & Stille, 2009; Palchik, 2009; Stefanov, Chertov, Aidagulov, & Myasnikov, 2011; Nicksiar & Martin, 2012; Xue et al., 2013; Xue et al., 2014) . For example, Palchik (2012) evaluated the relationship between stress levels (crack damage stress (σ cd ) and uniaxial compressive strength (σ c ) and strain characteristics (maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd )), axial failure strain (Ɛ af ), porosity (n) and elastic constants (elastic modulus (E)) and Poisson's ratio (v)) with the existence of two different types (type 1 and type 2) of volumetric strain curves and concluded that there is no connection between the types of the volumetric strain curves and the values. Pérez Hidalgo & Nordlund (2012) compared the stress levels (at crack closure, linear elastic deformation, crack initiation and unstable crack growth) with strains at each deformations stage and for each specimen of Fennoscandian rock and link it with the geology of the rock. They concluded that the normalized crack damage lateral strain and the volumetric strain quantities were strongly affected by the grain size. Kim, Lee, Cho, Choi, & Cho (2014) identified the crack initiation and damage stress thresholds of granite using AE activity. They concluded that the crack initiation threshold was found at a stress level of 0.42 -0.53 σ c , and the crack damage threshold was identified at 0.62 -0.84 σ c . Yang (2016) investigated the deformation, peak strength and crack damage behaviour of hollow sandstone specimens under different confining pressures and concluded that the peak strength and crack damage parameters of hollow sandstone depend the confining pressure (σ 3 ) and the hole diameter. Rigopoulos, Tsikouras, Pomonis, & Hatzipanagiotou (2011) concluded that initiation and propagation of microcracks under uniaxial compressive stress is depended on the mineralogical and textural characteristics and that it may assist in the prediction of potential development of failure surfaces in an ultrabasic rock.
METHOD
The 84 various rocks were tested under unconfined uniaxial compression using closed loop servo-controlled testing system (MTS 815 testing machine) in accordance to suggested standards by Ulusay (2015) . The strength parameters were estimated according to Ulusay (2015) suggested standards. In this case the UCS is the stress level at specimen failure load. The elastic modulus (E), is estimated as the average modulus of the slope of linear portion of axial stress-strain curves and the Poisson's ratio (v), is calculated from the ratio of the slope of axial stress-strain curve to the slope of diametric stress-strain curve. The elastic strain energy (U) compressibility (β) and the extension strain criterion for brittle rock (e c ) were estimated using Equations 1 -6.
The strain quantities were estimated using the values from the strain curves as illustrated in Figure 1 . This is described at paragraph three in the introduction part of this work. From Figure 1 the critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) is estimated as the magnitude of the size of the line CB multiplied by the scale of the strains axis. The maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ), is estimated as the strain value that coincides with the crackdamaged stress, i.e. σ cd = Ɛ cd see Figure 1 . The maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) in Figure 1 is the axial strain value attained at the failure stress of the specimen under the failure-deformation process. The slope of linear elastic deformation of axial strain curve, indicated as θ, is calculated as the value estimated from the slope of axial strain curve measured within the linear elastic deformation stage II in Figure 1 . The strength properties and the strain quantities were coordinated such that each of the strain quantities is compared individually with the strength properties of the rocks to see if there exists a relationship. The strain quantities were compared with the strength parameters (UCS, E and v). The strain quantities were also compared with the elastic stability of strength properties of the rocks (i.e. magnitude of deformation or deformability of the specimen, compressibility), energy spent by the compression testing system in deforming the specimen (elastic strain energy) and the critical strain criteria for fracture initiation. Similarly, the ratios of the strains quantities were compared with both the strength parameters and the elastic stability of strength properties of the rocks. These are discussed in the following paragraphs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strain quantities and strength parameters
The strain quantities (critical volumetric strain at strength failure, maximum total volumetric strain, maximum axial strain and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve) were compared with the strength parameters (UCS, E and v) of the rocks.
Critical volumetric strain at strength failure and strength parameters
The critical volumetric strain at strength failure is first compared with the UCS of the rocks. The comparison shows a linear relationship, meaning that as the UCS of the rock increases so also the critical volumetric strain at strength failure ( It can therefore be assumed that higher strength rocks will induce larger total deformation on the specimen at strength failure than lower strength rocks. Thus, the higher the strength of rock, the more deformed the specimen is at strength failure. The more deformed a specimen at strength failure the more the instability and more violent at the failure strength. Hence higher strength rock will constitute higher structural instability or elastic instability at failure and more difficult to be controlled. Consequently, the structural failure of high strength rocks will be violent or catastrophic in nature.
Similarly, the critical volumetric strain at strength failure is compared with the elastic modulus of the rocks. However, no relationship exists between them. The critical volumetric strain at strength failure is then compared with the ratio of elastic modulus of the rocks to the UCS, i.e. E/UCS. The critical volumetric strain at strength failure has logarithmic form of relation with the ratio E and the UCS (Fig. 4) . 
Figure 4. E/UCS and Ɛvf
Therefore, as the ratio E/UCS increases the critical volumetric strain at strength failure decreases by logarithmic form of the equation. It can therefore be assumed that rocks with lower ratio of E/UCS will induce larger total deformation on the specimen at strength failure than rocks with higher ratio E/UCS. Thus, the lower the ratio of E/UCS of rock, the more deformed the specimen at strength failure. Therefore, rocks with lower E/UCS ratio will constitute higher structural instability or elastic instability at strength failure. Hence the structural instability of rock depends also on E/UCS ratio.
The comparison of the critical volumetric strain at strength failure with Poisson's ratio shows power form relationship (Fig. 5) . The higher the critical volumetric strain at strength failure, the higher is the value of Poisson's ratio. The relationship between Poisson's ratio and critical volumetric strain at strength failure may be viewed from the magnitude of the inherent crack porosity of the rock at stage I (Fig. 1) . At this stage, the stress-strain curve is slightly inclined towards the axial strain. The stressstrain curve is nonlinear and expresses an increase in axial stiffness (i.e. deformation modulus). The size of this nonlinearity depends on the initial crack density and geometrical characteristics of the crack population (Eberhardt, Stead, & Stimpson, 1999) . Rocks with higher inherent crack porosity may show higher value for Poisson's ratio. Porous rocks or less compacted rocks samples may exhibit higher Poisson's ratio. The deformation at the crack closure stage becomes larger and thereby contributes to the increase in the value of critical volumetric strain at strength failure.
Maximum total volumetric strain and strength parameters
The maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) is compared with the strength parameters of the rocks. The comparisons show that only elastic modulus and Poison's ratio are related to maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) (Fig. 6, 7) .
The elastic modulus has correlation coefficient of 0.51 while Poison's ratio shows stronger coefficient of correlation of 0.73. The relationships between the strain and strength parameters show negative exponential form of functions. As one property value increases the other decreases. However, the relationships show that the strength parameters are independent of the strain property.
Maximum axial strain and strength parameters
The maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) values is compared with the strength parameters. The comparisons show different relationships between the strain and the strength parameters ( Fig. 8 -10 ). The maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) is weakly related with the UCS (Fig. 8) but stronger relationship is shown with the ratio of E/UCS with correlation coefficient of 0.84 (Fig. 9) . The E and E/UCS show negative exponential form of relationships while UCS has linear relationship with the strain (Ɛ af ). As the ratio of E/UCS increases the maximum axial strain decreases by exponential form of the equation. It can therefore be assumed that rocks with lower ratio of E/UCS will induce larger maximum axial strain at strength failure than rocks with higher ratio E/UCS. Thus, the lower the ratio of E/UCS of rock, the more deformed the specimen at strength failure. Hence rocks with lower E/UCS ratio will constitute higher structural instability or elastic instability at strength failure. So, the structural instability of rocks depends on E/UCS ratio. Similarly, as shown in the above section between the strength parameters (E and v) and Ɛ cd , also the relationship between E and Ɛ af show that the strength parameters are independent while the strain property is dependent (Fig. 10) .
Slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve and strength parameters
The slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) is compared with the strength parameters. The slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve shows direct relationships with the E and v while the UCS shows weak positive exponential relationship ( Fig. 11 -13) .
As θ increases the strength parameters increases. The slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) is an indication of the elastic stiffness modulus and the ability of the rock to resist deformation or straining. As this strain value increases the strength parameters values also increases which mean that as the ability of rock to resist deformation increases the strength parameters also increases. 
Strain quantities and elastic stability of strength properties
The strain quantities were compared with the elastic stability of strength properties of the rocks, the compressibility, elastic strain energy and the critical strain criteria for fracture initiation. The purpose of this comparison is to examine the relationship between the strain quantities and the parameters that might influence it stability behaviour. The maximum total volumetric strain does not show any form of relationship with the elastic stability of strength properties of the rocks.
Critical volumetric strain at strength failure and elastic stability of strength properties
The critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) is compared with the elastic strain energy. It shows a positive exponential form of relationship, meaning that as the values of Ɛ vf at strength failure increases so also the elastic strain energy (Fig. 14) . It can be assumed that as the values of Ɛ vf increases the capacity of rocks to store elastic strain energy increases. It can therefore be stated that rocks with higher ability to accumulate elastic strain energy will induce larger total deformation on the specimen at strength failure. Thus, the higher the stored elastic strain energy in rocks, the more deformed they are at strength failure. So, as the critical volumetric strain at strength failure increases, rocks capacities to store and release elastic strain energy increases and consequently result to violent failure at peak strength. This phenomenon may be compared with rock failure in form of brittle fracture induced by mining. In experimental rock mechanics, it may be compared that failures around the boundaries of an excavation behaves as a rock specimen and the surrounding strata acts as a testing machine. It can be stated that the higher the critical volumetric strain at strength failure, the higher the stored elastic strain energy and the more likelihood of rock burst proneness of the excavation. Hence the higher the critical volumetric strain at strength failure, the higher the stored elastic strain energy and higher the structural instability or elastic instability at failure strength and the more difficult it will be to control.
The critical volumetric strain at strength failure does not show any form of relationship with compressibility. In Figure 15 , comparison of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) with critical strain criterion for fracture initiation (e c ) show direct relationship. The relationship shows a linear correlation with a strong coefficient of correlation of 0.922. The relationship shows that as the strain values increases so the values of critical strain criterion for fracture initiation. With a strong correlation coefficient of 0.922, it can be suggested that critical volumetric strain at strength failure can be used to estimate the values of critical strain criterion for fracture initiation using the equation connecting them. A plot of critical strain criterion for fracture initiation (e c ) with the UCS of the rocks shows that fracture can initiate at very low stress level below 50 MPa (Fig. 16) .
Fracture initiation in rock at low stress level can impose untold excavation difficult conditions relating to safety issues, stability of excavation openings, higher extra costs for support requirements and longer construction times. Therefore, the relationship between critical volumetric strains at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and critical strain criterion for fracture initiation may improve our understanding of the mechanism of fracture initiation in order to correctly design stable excavations. 
Maximum axial strain and elastic stability of strength properties
The comparison of the elastic strain energy (U) with maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) shows that as Ɛ af increases also the elastic strain energy increases in positive exponential form (Fig. 17) . Therefore, rocks with larger values of maximum axial strain might be indicator of its burst proneness in mines since the amount of energy that a particular rock can release at peak strength is an indicator of its burst proneness. The compressibility constant has power form function with the maximum axial strain with a correlation coefficient of 0.72 (Fig. 18) . As maximum axial strain increases so also the compressibility, meaning that rocks with higher values of maximum axial strain are more deformed than one with lower maximum axial strain. Therefore, rocks with larger maximum axial strain are likely to pose more stability problems than one with lower maximum axial strain. 
Slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve and elastic stability of strength properties
The slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve does not show any form of relationship with the elastic strain energy of the rocks. On the other hand, the compressibility and critical strain criterion for fracture initiation are related with the strain by negative exponential and linear functions respectively (Fig. 19, 20) . The compressibility or the deformability of the specimen decreases with higher value of θ that is as the ability of rock to resist deformation increases the compressibility of the specimen decreases.
Strains ratios and strength properties
The ratios of the strains quantities that is the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ af , the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd and the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) i.e. Ɛ vf /θ were compared with both the strength parameters and the elastic stability of strength properties of the rocks. The purpose is to show the influence of the strains ratios on the strength properties as compared to the effect of individual strain quantities.
Strains ratios and strength parameters
The ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure Ɛ vf ) and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) i.e. Ɛ vf /θ show no relationships with E and v. The ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd show relationships with E and v (Fig. 21 -24) . The relationships of E with Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd have linear and logarithmic form of functions with correlation coefficients of 0.63 and 0.64 respectively (Fig. 21, 22) . These are higher values than when E is compared with individual strains (Ɛ cd and Ɛ af ) with coefficient of correlations of 0.51 and 0.51 respectively (Fig. 6, 10 and 12) while Ɛ vf does not correlate with E. Therefore, the strains ratios are more related to E than individual strains. The relationships show that as the ratio of the strains values increases so the values of E. The Poisson's ratio is compared with the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ af . The relationship shows a linear correlation with a stronger coefficient of correlation of 0.911 (Fig. 23) . The relationship shows that as the ratio of the strains values increases so the values of Poisson's ratio. With a strong correlation coefficient of 0.911, it may be suggested that Poisson's ratio can be estimated from the strains ratio using the equation connecting them. Similarly, Poisson's ratio is compared with the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd . The Poisson's ratio and ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd show a linear relationship with a correlation coefficient of 0.88 (Fig. 24) . Both relationships between Poisson's ratio and the strains ratios (Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd ) show stronger correlation coefficients than when compared with individual strain quantities (Fig. 5, 7 and 13 ). Therefore, Poisson's ratio relates more to the strains ratios than individual strain quantities.
However, the UCS and E/UCS did not show any form of relationships with the ratios of Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd but correlated with the ratio of the critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) i.e. Ɛ vf /θ (Fig. 25, 26) .
The UCS show exponential while E/UCS logarithmic forms of functions with correlation coefficients of 0.66 and 0.55 respectively. As UCS increases exponentially with the strains ratio, the E/UCS decreases logarithmically with the strains ratio property values. This value is higher than when UCS is compared with θ with correlation coefficient of 0.36 (Fig. 11 ) while E/UCS shows no correlation with θ.
. Therefore, in all cases the relationships between the strains ratios and the strength parameters are stronger than when compared with individual strain quantities.
Strains ratios and elastic stability of strength properties
The ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum axial strain (Ɛ af ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and the ratio of critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) i.e. Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd were both compared with the compressibility constant (β). The relationships between compressibility constant and the two strains ratios show power form functions. The relationship between compressibility constant and the ratio of Ɛ vf /Ɛ af shows slightly higher correlation coefficient (Fig. 27, 28) , as the strains ratios increases the compressibility decreases. In both cases the correlation coefficients of the relationships between the strains ratios and compressibility are higher than when compared with individual strain quantities (Fig. 18, 19) . As the values of the strains ratios increases the rocks becomes stiff and the bulk modulus increases. The rate at which the compressibility decreases or bulk modulus increases is more rapid with the ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd than shown for Ɛ vf /Ɛ af . The compressibility decreases rapidly from 0.35 to 0.005 from strains ratio (Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd ) 0 to 1 and remain nearly constant to 3.5 of strains ratio (Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd ) (Fig. 28) . It can be assumed that the range of rocks deformability or compressibility lies within strains ratio (Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd ) 0 to 1. It can therefore be suggested that the maximum level of rock's deformability or compressibility is 1 under Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd vs. compressibility plot. Hence 1 is the threshold limit for which rocks can accommodate compressibility or deformability after which the deformation becomes explosive. Therefore, compressibility with strains ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd value above 1 is a precursor to structural instability or elastic instability of rock.
The strains ratios Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd were both compared with the critical strain criterion for fracture initiation (e c ). The relationships between them show logarithm form of functions. The relationship between critical strain criterion for fracture initiation and the two strains ratios show almost the same correlation coefficients (Fig. 29, 30 ). The relationships between the strains ratios and critical strain criterion for fracture initiation show that as one property value increase the other increases. The rate at which the critical strain criterion for fracture initiation increases is more rapid with the ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd than shown for Ɛ vf /Ɛ af . The critical strain criterion for fracture initiation increases rapidly from 0 to value of 0.2 for strains ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd from 0 to 1 (Fig. 30) . A threshold level of 1 may also be assumed as the limit for fracture initiation above which the rock may suffer brittle fracture failure. Similarly, a critical strain criterion for fracture initiation value of 0.2 may be assumed as the limit after which the rock may experience brittle fracture failure. This is further examined by plotting critical strain criterion for fracture initiation with the stored elastic strain energy. The plot shows that the accumulated energy increases slowly from 0 to 0.2 of critical strain criterion for fracture initiation up to 300 kJ of stored energy after which the energy accumulate rapidly in exponential form (Fig. 31) . It may be assumed that 0.2 of critical strain criterion for fracture initiation or 300 kJ of stored elastic strain energy might be indicator of rock's burst proneness in mines since the amount of energy that a particular rock can release at peak strength is an indicator of its burst proneness. This is further examined by plotting elastic strain energy with the ratio of the critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) i.e. Ɛ vf /θ (Fig. 32) . Similar result is obtained. The accumulated energy increases slowly from 0 to 1 of the ratio of the critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) i.e. Ɛ vf /θ up to 300 kJ of stored energy after which the energy accumulate rapidly in exponential form. Also as shown for Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd , it may also be assumed that the value of 1 of Ɛ vf /θ strains ratio may be indicator to burst proneness in mines. The critical strain criterion for fracture initiation is directly related to the ratio of the critical volumetric strain at strength failure (Ɛ vf ) and slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ) i.e. Ɛ vf /θ with stronger correlation coefficient of 0.87 (Fig. 33 ). 
CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusions of the relationships between strength properties and strain quantities that are associated with the failure-deformation process of hard brittle rocks are as follow:
1. The critical volumetric strain at strength failure is related with the strength parameters (UCS, E/UCS and v). The strain quantity does not show any form of relationship with the elastic modulus (E) while it shows linear relation with the UCS. As the ratio E/UCS increases the critical volumetric strain at strength failure decreases by logarithm form of the equation. The Poisson's ratio shows power form relationship with the strain quantity with a correlation coefficient of 0.467. However stronger relationship is shown with the strains ratios Ɛ vf /Ɛ af and Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd with correlation coefficients of 0.911 and 0.88 respectively. Therefore, Poisson's ratio relates more to the strains ratios than individual strain quantities.
2. The relationships of compressibility constant with the two strains ratios show power form functions. As the strain ratios increases the compressibility decreases. The rate at which the compressibility decreases or bulk modulus increases is more rapid with the ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd than Ɛ vf /Ɛ af .
3. The higher the critical volumetric strain at strength failure, the higher the stored elastic strain energy and higher the structural instability or elastic instability at failure and the more likelihood of rock burst proneness.
4. The relationship between critical volumetric strain at strength failure and critical strain criterion for fracture initiation shows a linear correlation with a strong coefficient of correlation of 0.922. The relationship can improve our understanding of the mechanism of fracture initiation in order to correctly design stable structures.
5. The compressibility or the deformability of a rock specimen decreases with higher value of the slope of linear elastic deformation of the axial strain curve (θ). Therefore, as the ability of rock to resist deformation increases the compressibility or the deformability of the specimen decreases.
Other properties values show linear relationships with θ.
6. Only elastic modulus and Poison's ratio are related to maximum total volumetric strain (Ɛ cd ) with negative exponential form. As one property value increases the other decreases. However, the relationships show that the strength parameters are independent of the strain quantity.
7. The maximum axial strain is related with E, E/UCS and σ 2 /2E. The strength properties show exponential relationships with maximum axial strain. However, the relationship between E and Ɛ af show that the strength parameter is independent of the strain quantity. Rocks with larger maximum axial strain might be indicator of its burst proneness in mines since the amount of energy that a particular rock can release at peak strength is an indicator of its burst proneness. The compressibility constant has power form of relationship with the maximum axial strain. As maximum axial strain increases so also the compressibility, meaning that rocks with higher maximum axial strain are more deformed than one with lower maximum axial strain. Therefore, rocks with larger maximum axial strain are likely to pose more stability problems than one with lower maximum axial strain.
8. In all cases the relationships between the strains ratios and the strength parameters are stronger than when compared with individual strain quantities. A threshold level for strains ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd of 1 may be assumed as the limit for fracture initiation above which the rock may suffer brittle fracture failure. The value of strains ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd of 1 is also suggested to be the threshold limit for which rocks can accommodate compressibility or deformability after which the deformation becomes explosive. Therefore, compressibility and critical strain criteria for fracture initiation at strains ratio Ɛ vf /Ɛ cd value above 1 is assumed to be a precursor to structural instability such as flaking, bursting and spalling in excavations.
